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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is a popular pastime these days for people with an ethological bent to write a book explaining 
man’s aggression in terms of his evolutionary heritage. The basic appeal of these writers to 
Americans seems to be similar to Freud’s appeal 50 years ago – “it’s alright to be aggressive 
because aggression is instinctive and is basic to human nature.” Thus the names of Robert 
Ardrey and Konrad Lorenz appear on the bestseller list and their theories are discussed in polite 
conversation. The main thesis of these writers is that man’s survival has depended upon the 
development of an instinct for aggression that has been selected through evolution. 
 
There has also been in recent years, a dramatic increase in scientific inquiry into the topic of 
human sexuality. This work has been widely disseminated and accepted, and many laymen are 
familiar with such disparate approaches as typified by, for example, Masters and Johnson and 
Desmond Morris, the latter being a zoologist with a propensity for speculation. The effect of 
these efforts has been mainly to strengthen the belief that sexual behavior is motivated by a 
source of instinctive energy or drive. 
 
It is clear from reading the ethologists, be they predominantly interested in sexual or aggressive 
behavior, that the two topics are intimately interrelated. The present authors hold a view of the 
relation between sex and aggression that, while developing out of the ethological tradition, goes 
considerably beyond. For this reason, it is important to review the ethological formulation of sex 
and aggression and that inter-relationship. We will then develop our hypothesis and present a 
few phenomena that it helps to illuminate. 
 
 
  



II. ETHOLOGICAL FORMULATIONS OF SEX AND AGGRESSION 
 
Ethologists view true sexual behavior as stemming from a drive for reproductive activities. 
Behavior patterns employed by infra-human species in courtship and copulation are considered 
to be “fixed action patterns” (i.e., coordinated behavior patterns that are performed in the same 
way by all species members and that are presumed to be innately organized) that are released by 
appropriate “sign stimuli.” For example, in male baboons, mounting in preparation for 
copulation is a fixed action pattern released by the sign stimulus of  “hairless rump”, the whole 
stimulus being the presentation of the rump by the estrus female. If a fixed action pattern is 
repeatedly elicited by the sign stimulus, it decreases in vigor until it cannot be easy elicited; the 
drive is presumed to be satiated. Contrariwise, if no sign stimulus is presented for some length of 
time when the sex drive is active, the behavior will spill out in spontaneous sexual activity 
directed toward an inappropriate object. In the absence of the reproductive, or sex, drive, sexual 
behaviors cannot be elicited. 
 
While the adaptive significance of reproductive behavior is obvious, ethologists have also sought 
the adaptive value of other classes of fixed action patterns. In his book, On Aggression, Lorenz 
describes several of the adaptive features of aggressive behavior:  intraspecific aggression favors 
the survival of the stronger members of the species, assuring reproduction by the healthiest 
individuals and greater protection of the young against extra-specific threats. It also tends to 
space individual members (or groups) economically over the biotope so that severe local 
disturbances do not cause extinction of the species. Furthermore, within a given area, territorial 
aggressiveness assures that when food and shelter are scarce, those animals with the strongest 
territorial defense will survive and only the dispossessed will die, rather than all members of the 
species suffering equally from the scarcity. For all these reasons, Lorenz holds that the drive for 
aggression has become part of many species’ inherited adaptations to their environment. 
 
Lorenz views the properties of this instinctive drive for aggression as identical to those of any 
other drive, such as sex, nest building, care of young, or any of the vegetative drives. The 
behaviors expressing the drive are fixed action patterns released by sign stimuli in a hierarchical 
organization. And, following Lorenz’s energy model, the aggressive drive has an action-specific 
energy so that if, after a period of time aggression has no avenue of appropriate expression, the 
drive energy builds up to a level that becomes easier and easier to release, until finally it must 
spill over in spontaneous aggressive activity. While Lorenz feels that in man the specificity of 
the sign stimuli and the fixed action patterns for both sex and aggression have deteriorated, he 
holds the energy model to still be applicable. 
 
Because of the selective advantage for some species to live in groups, it has become necessary 
for these species to evolve ways of controlling intraspecific aggression. One of the major means 
cited by Lorenz of channeling overt aggression into controlled activity is the “dominance 
interaction.”  By this ritualized interaction, one member of a species makes an overture of threat 
toward another member. If the other deems himself dominant, he may return the threat, and 
occasionally a fight may ensue. Very rapidly, however, who is superior is settled and the loser 
“cries uncle” by performing a ritualized submission gesture. Henceforward, the interaction 
between these two need involve no fighting, for the approach of the dominant animal is 
immediately greeted by submission on the part of the other. Through many interactions of this 
kind a dominance hierarchy is established in many group living species such that each individual 
asserts his dominance over those below him and submits to those above. In many species these 
hierarchies are distinctly linear, but in many others they are more complex. Through the 



dominance interaction the aggressive drive is vented with no danger to the health of the 
individuals. 
 
In many mammalian species, especially primates, the submission gesture that turns off 
aggression is “pseudosexual” in nature. By the use of this term ethologists mean to suggest that a 
sexual behavior has been freed In the course of evolution from the sexual drive and has come to 
serve another purpose. In primates, the submission gesture is essentially the presentation of the 
rump in the “passive” (female) sexual position. This is true in both Old and New world monkeys. 
In baboons, in fact, the rumps of both males and females are hairless and highly colored. 
Presumably this adaptation in the male has evolved as a sign stimulus for averting aggression. 
The evolution of pseudosexual behavior as the ritualized aggression turn-off mechanism is, 
according to Lorenz, because of its incompatibility with aggression. The aggressing animal 
confronted with a sign stimulus for sexual behavior is drawn to respond to this by mounting 
rather than continuing aggression. In this way he expresses his dominance without harm. Thus, 
according to Lorenz, sex and aggression have, because of their incompatibility, been intimately 
intertwined by evolution. 
 
In a series of lectures at the University of Chicago in 1966, Wolfgang Wickler, a student of 
Lorenz’s, presented the notion that not only is sexual behavior used ritually to turn off aggressive 
overtures but is also employed assertively in ritualized dominance interaction. The use of penile 
display in many primate species as an indication of aggressive intent he traces to the use of the 
urogenital system in territorial markings. The males of many species, notably rodents and 
carnivores, indicate territorial boundaries by depositing odorous substances on posts, trees, 
rocks, etc. Usually these substances are deposited with urine. (Wickler believes that these 
markings are, in turn a ritualization of actual urine “fights” exhibited by some extant rodent 
species.) As the primate line evolved into more visually and less olfactorally oriented animals, 
the territorial marking system reflected the change in orientation to more visual stimuli. Thus, 
Wickler argues, evolution being conservative, the development of highly colored urogenital 
apparatus seen in many primates (baboons for example) is due to the shift of emphasis from 
olfactory to visual territorial marking stimuli. Females if these species have developed a 
homologue to the male penis, a visually prominent clitoris, because of the selective advantage 
placed on this kind of aggressive display – jut as male primates developed a prominent 
homologue to female genitals the hairless, highly colored rump, because of the selective 
advantage of the submission gesture. 
 
Citing field studies, Wickler reports that when a baboon troop is feeding it posts “guards” about 
the area,. If another baboon troop is sighted, a guard emits loud cries and makes large 
movements and postural adjustments that call attention to his highly colored penis. In some 
baboon species this organ, as well as the females’ clitoris, is bright blue or green. Contrary to 
earlier belief, these guards are clearly posted for the purpose of defense of territory against 
conspecifics, for when a predator is sighted, the guards will quietly slip away. 
 
“Penile” display in both male and female has been recorded as an indication of aggressive intent 
or dominance in both Old and New world monkeys. Squirrel monkeys have been studied 
extensively by Paul MacLean and D. Ploog, who have observed that penile display in squirrel 
monkey colonies is responsible for maintenance of the dominance hierarchy. More dominant 
members display to all less dominant members, who then make a submissive presentation of the 
rump. The dominant monkey then briefly mounts the submissive monkey, although intromission 



is not attempted. Less dominant monkeys never display to more dominant monkeys; they will 
instead redirect their aggression toward monkeys lower in the hierarchy. 
 
The same patterns have been observed in rhesus monkeys, both in captive and free-ranging 
colonies. The behavior of a male mounting a male and female mounting a female has been 
reported for ungulates, carnivores, and rodents, among other sub primate orders. This behavior is 
most likely part of a dominance interaction rather than the expression of pathological sexual 
behavior. 
 
Examples of the use of penile display in human aggression are apparent in many human 
traditions. Wickler interprets the old “fertility symbol” – a statue of a humanoid figure with a 
tremendously enlarged penis, placed in fields or over entranceways by primitive tribes – as a 
threat symbol. These statues were previously believed to be idols set before the gods of fertility, 
but Wickler believes that they are instead dominance threats against spirits of the dead – 
conspecifics who will understand the threat gesture. Belief in ghosts is prevalent in these 
societies and they are guarded against with many ceremonies and rituals. 
 
Wickler further suggests that such “games” as urinating “contests” among young boys support 
his notions of the use of the urogenital system in determination of dominance. Sticking out of the 
tongue reflects a penis display seen in young boys and girls. (Someone, somewhere reports that 
girls stick out their tongues more frequently than do boys!) 
 
Hand gestures, such as the presentation of the raised middle finger (as a penis substitute) is 
viewed universally as an ‘insult” (or dominance threat). A recent example is the Pueblo crew 
photograph Reports from the crew indicated that the North Koreans did not at first recognize the 
gestures as gestures, but that they knew full well the meaning, once recognized. 
 
Language (and idiom) is replete with verbal examples – “I was screwed,” “give ‘em the shaft,” 
and “fuck you,” for instance, denote being dominated or aggressive intent rather than the 
possible pleasure of a sexual encounter. 
 
Thus, humans, as well as other animals, have evolved with genital (or genital substitute) display 
as a ritualized symbol in both dominant and submissive behavior patterns. 
 
Central to the ethological position is the assertion that true sexual behavior and aggressive 
behavior are each governed by their respective drives, despite the use of pseudosexual behavior 
in the control and expression of aggression. An implication of this drive formulation is that true 
sexual behavior and aggressive behavior should decrease in frequency and vigor when their 
drives are satiated and increase in frequency and vigor with deprivation of opportunity to engage 
in these behaviors. The research of Frank Beach and his students provides ample evidence that 
this is not the case for sexual behavior, and others have shown that members of many species can 
live among conspecifics for long periods of time without engaging in fighting. 
 
Male rats deprived of sexual experience for varying amounts of time do not show changes in 
vigor of response toward estrus females. A male in constant company of an estrus female will 
show a decline in sexual behavior over time that might be due to satiation. However, substituting 
a new female will re-arouse his sexual activity, behavior that would not be expected under the 
“satiation” hypothesis. 
 



Data on deprivation and satiation effects in females is very sparse and unclear. This is due partly, 
at least, to a “male chauvinist” tendency to look only at the passive receptive components of 
female estrous behavior (the arching of the back in lordosis when mounted) and to ignore the 
more active components of female estrus behavior (aggression toward other females and males, a 
general increase in activity, and seeking contact with other species members). When looking at 
only the passive receptive estrous behaviors, no deprivation effects have been observed. Data on 
female satiation effects – extrapolated from experiments done primarily to study male sexual 
behavior – indicate that females, like males, show a decline in activity with one partner over tine 
and renewed activity with a new partner. Therefore, even in the absence of much information, we 
are reasonably certain that there is no “drive” for sexual behavior in females, just as is the case 
for the male. Thus it seems important to investigate alternatives to the ethological formulation. 
 
 
  



III. THE DOMINANCE UNCERTAINTY HYPOTHESIS 
 
It appears to the authors that both Wickler and Lorenz have missed a significant aspect of the 
relationship between sex and aggression. They both speak of sexual behavior as having evolved 
a role in the control of the aggressive drive, and sexual structures as having evolved a role in the 
expression of the aggressive drive. The sexual and aggressive drives themselves, however, the 
ethologists have always emphasized as being separate. In this way they are in agreement with 
Freud, who saw both drives as significant but separate. The hypothesis we would like to present, 
in contrast, suggests that neither sex nor aggression are drives, per se: Both are instead 
alternative behavioral manifestations (dependent for choice upon the specific interpersonal 
context) of a motive for dominance. 
 
This dominance motive is, in turn, the form taken in interpersonal interactions by a more basic 
drive that, lacking a more precise name, we will call “evolutionary self-actualization.” The self-
actualization drive is basically a survival motive, a product of evolution by natural selection. In 
all encounters with the environment it pushes for ego assertion and self-satisfaction. In 
interpersonal interactions it is manifested as a motive for dominance. When deficiency aspects of 
survival are not pressing it takes on the character of White’s competence motive. The 
consciousness of the state of satisfaction of this motive is what we experience as self-esteem1. 
 
Many well known psychological concepts of motivation approximate this notion. The whole 
active organism (as opposed to reactive organism) movement shares similar motivational 
assumptions. Cognitive theories that view motivation as conscious striving rather than the 
stimulus of some physiological deficiency exemplify this approach. White’s concept of 
competence (or effectance) motivation and Maslow’s concept of a drive for self-actualization 
share similar assumptions in the psychological sphere but the closest approximation known is the 
concept of self-actualization as used by Kurt Goldstein, from whom Maslow adopted the term. 
Goldstein, being a neurologist, used the concept to refer to a biological, as well as a 
psychological, drive. Self-actualization, in Goldstein’s sense, is a holistic principle governing all 
biological and psychological growth. Organisms are motivated, according to Goldstein by one 
central drive, the “tendency to actualize one’s capacities according to one’s nature.” Although 
Goldstein never identified himself with evolutionary thinking, his holistic approach to motivation 
is very similar to the overall self-preservative motive that we envision. It is in combining holistic 
thinking with the evolutionary perspective that our approach is unique. 
 
While this holistic and evolutionary concept of motivation has implications for many areas of 
functioning, we will concentrate in this paper on its implications in situations of social 
interaction where, we suggest, the manifestation of the survival motive is all social mammals 
(and perhaps even fish and birds) is a motive for dominance. This motive is hierarchically 
superior to motives for engaging in sexual behavior or aggression. What this means, in other 
words, is that the social situation, per se, elicits the dominance motive. Whether this leads to 

                                                
1  We prefer the term “self-esteem” over “self-confidence.” Confidence refers to an ability to 
perform some specific action, whereas esteem conveys a more all-inclusive value of one’s worth.  
An individual may be confident in his strength and ability to fight, but might still be less 
dominant than an individual with more wisdom, patience, or experience, leading that individual 
to an overall assessment of greater self-esteem. 
 



overt aggression, submission2 by one party (that in many species is signaled by what has been 
called a “pseudosexual” posture) or “true” sexual behavior depends upon the dialogue between 
the two animals. We hold that there is no such thing as a sexual or aggressive drive, per se. Both 
sex and aggression are epiphenomena of the basic drive for dominance. 
 
What kinds of dominance interactions result in aggressive behavior and what in sexual 
attraction? Let us look at the various dialogues that may occur. Whenever two animals encounter 
each other for the first time, a state of uncertainty about the dominance relationship inevitably 
exists. Each of the animals must make a behavioral overture toward the other. Whether this 
overture is one of subordination or dominance depends upon the relationship between the levels 
of self-esteem of the two animals. When two animals of distinctly different levels of self-esteem 
encounter each other there will be little hesitation: the one of lower self-esteem will immediately 
display ritual subordination to the other, who will in turn acknowledge his unqualified 
dominance, and the dominance aspect of the interaction will cease.  
 
If, however, the levels of self-esteem of the two animals are about equal, a more prolonged 
dominance interaction will occur involving either sexual or aggressive interaction. Whether the 
quality of the interaction is what we view as sexual or aggressive depends upon whether the pair 
is in competition over any scarce resources. If they are, then the nature of their repeated 
statements of equal dominance will follow a pattern threat, retreat, threat, retreat (but not 
subordinate), sometimes including fighting – a pattern we interpret as an aggressive interchange. 
This aggression is adaptive in situations of scarce resources, for it assures that at least the more 
dominant individuals will survive, rather than all perishing due to no one getting enough. In 
human interactions it should be noted that the resources that are competed or are often more 
subtle than food or shelter. Academic superiority, being the life of the party, indeed, any goal 
that cannot be shared by all desiring it, and from which the successful gain self-esteem, can 
constitute a resource engendering competition and thus turn a dominance interaction into an 
aggressive dominance interaction. 
 
What happens, though, when the two individuals in the encounter have equal levels of self-
esteem but are not in competition over anything. In thus case they can afford to “play” at 
dominance interaction, the nature of their interaction is a playful exchange of dominance threats, 
tempered by some gestures of subordination as a signal of noncompetition and nonaggression. 
While interactions involving simple subordination or prolonged uncertainty with aggression have 
often been described by the ethologists, it appears that they have largely overlooked this third 
alternative. It is our thesis that it is this situation of dominance uncertainty without competition 
for resources that gives rise to what is traditionally referred to as “sexual attraction.” The nature 
of the interaction in this case can best be described as “flirtatious.” The exchange is such that any 
element of the dialogue will contain both dominant and submissive signals. For example, in 
primates eye contact accompanies a threat gesture while aversion of the eyes accompanies 
subordination. In the situation of dominance uncertainty without competition, one might expect a 
squirrel monkey, say, to at once display his penis (a threat gesture) and avoid eye contact (a 
                                                
2 While ethologists have used the term “submissive” to describe the actions of the less dominant 
individual in a social interaction.  We prefer the term “subordinate.”  “Submissive” implies 
passive acceptance, meek obedience, or being unassertive. Our observations of social behavior 
suggest that being in a subordinate position is not always (or usually) accepted meekly, but is 
often resented and fuels a desire for a “re-match.” 
 



subordination gesture). Humans in this situation often offer a challenge (“I can do that better than 
you”), but accompany it with some other signal such as a smile3

 , which prevents the other from 
taking offense. And what better way to maintain eye contact, while at the same time to avoid it, 
than to wink. Imagine any flirtatious interchange and you will capture the flavor of the 
interaction. The important element in this prolongation of dominance uncertainty is the 
presentation of an ambiguous sign – simultaneous dominance and subordination. 
 
This formulation of the dominance interaction applies equally well to both different sex and 
same-sex pairs. Whenever two members of a species approach each other, a dominance 
interaction will take place. Whether this interaction takes the form of simple dominance by one 
and subordination by the other, aggression, or sexual interaction depends upon the relative levels 
of self-esteem of the individuals and whether or not they are in competition for scarce resources. 
If the levels of self-esteem are approximately equal and they are in competition, unqualified 
dominance threats will result, giving the interaction an aggressive quality. If the levels of self-
esteem are approximately equal and they are not in competition, dominance threats qualified by 
submissive cues will be exchanged – an interaction that we label as “sexual attraction.” The fact 
that fewer interactions between same-sex pairs result in sexual attraction than do interactions 
between different-sex pairs may be explained by the more frequent existence of competition for 
resources between individuals of the same sex than individuals of opposite sexes. When 
competition exists, the dominance uncertainty will be settled through aggression, overt of covert. 
It is only when there is no competition that sexual attraction may occur. 
 
This suggests two adaptive functions served by sex-role differentiation. First, the more 
differentiation there is between the roles of the sexes and the resources each values in a culture, 
the less heterosexual competition and the more sexual interaction that will occur in the culture. 
Contrarily, the more a culture breaks down sex-role differentiation and encourages competition 
between males and females for the same resources, the less sexuality there will be in the culture. 
This suggests why more “feminine” women are often considered more attractive by men – they 
do not confront them as competitors and thus interactions with them turn to sexual attraction 
rather than aggression. A second adaptive function of sex-role differentiation is to prohibit 
expenditure of energy on reproductive activities during tines of severe environmental stress. 
Thus, in times of severe shortage of food or in cases of high population densities, when all 
species members are competing for survival resources, sexual interaction, and thus birth rates, 
will decline until the stressful situation no longer exists, increasing the probability of survival of 
the whole population. 
 
The prolongation of dominance uncertainty develops sexual attraction into sexual arousal. The 
more time and effort the individuals put into the continuation of the uncertainty, the more 
attraction increases. Thus attraction must be viewed as mild arousal. 

                                                
3  Psychologists have long speculated about the function of the smile in human interaction. From 
the perspective of viewing human interactions as dominance interactions, it appears to the 
authors that the most reasonable interpretation of the function of the smile is that it is a 
submission gesture. Depending upon magnitude of the dominance gesture that may accompany 
it, the smile functions to signal to the other anything from abject submission (the silly smile of 
fright) to a message that “I am equally dominant with you but I mean you no harm and do not 
wish to provoke aggression.” It is the latter use of the smile that is being referred to above. 
 



 
Frequently sexual arousal results in copulation. When this occurs the question of dominance is 
temporarily being settled: the male is dominant and the female is subordinate. This resolution of 
the dominance interaction terminates sexual arousal for the time, until a new interaction can 
again produce uncertainty. It should be emphasized that one interaction and its resolution rarely 
settles the dominance issue permanently. Time renews uncertainty and many interactions are 
necessary before the dominance issue is finally settled. Furthermore, anything that changes levels 
of self-esteem of one of the individuals will also affect the state of any previously settled 
dominance interaction. 
 
The resolution that comes with copulation appears to be a happier state of affairs for the male 
than for the female. The male’s dominance motive is satisfied in heterosexual interactions that 
end in copulation. The female, however, has a dominance motive that has evolved in the service 
of self-preservation that is compatible with her biologically defined subordinate role in 
copulation. From this we would predict that, while the female would enjoy the flirtatious aspects 
of sexual (dominance) interactions, she would not enjoy the subordinate connotation of the act of 
copulation. There is, in fact data that suggests that this is so in human females. When asked why 
they engage in sexual intercourse, a very few college females say, “Because I enjoy it.” 
Overwhelmingly the response is, “To make him happy,” or something similar (Bardwick, 1968). 
This data may be a bit biased however, for there is beyond the biological connotation of 
copulation as subordination, the added reason that these girls have been trained to compete with 
men mitigating against their enjoyment of sexual intercourse. They cannot help but view the 
interaction as at least somewhat competitive, and this would enhance any natural tendency to 
view copulation as subordination. Candid data on the experience of copulation is needed from 
females who are not in competition with males before we can determine whether females 
generally experience copulation as subordination and therefore do not enjoy the act, per se. We 
can hypothesize, however, that it is only to the extent that a female can avoid viewing copulation 
as subordination and can instead maintain a perspective on the interaction as simply playing at 
dominance that she an enjoy the actual act of copulation and experience the increase in self-
esteem resulting from the successful expression of the dominance motive. 
 
This is not to say, of course, that girls will not engage in copulation when they perceive it as 
subordination. The evidence is overwhelmingly that they do. Since they must necessarily lose 
self-esteem in subordination, however, other motives more powerful for the moment than 
dominance must be receiving satisfaction. Most probably it is dependency needs, needs for 
security, that are for the time more important than the self-esteem that could be derived from 
dominance, which motivate females to tolerate subordination It is only when the uncertainty has 
been removed from a relationship and replaced with a certainty of stability that dependency 
needs can gain satisfaction. Thus it is no wonder that subordination is tolerable to the female 
with high dependency needs for it removes uncertainty and works, from the female’s point of 
view at least, toward the stability she needs to satisfy her dependency needs.4 
 

                                                
4 To be clear, there are many methods other than coitus to achieve sexual pleasure. Women who 
reach orgasms during sexual interactions are likely to be far more tolerant of the subordinate 
implications of intercourse. Furthermore, to the extent that a woman can take control of sexual 
interactions, she will be in the more dominant role, thus facilitating the ambiguity of the 
dominance interaction. 



It is important to note the similarity, both formally and functionally, between the ritualized 
subordination gesture employed by both males and females to immediately end uncertainty and 
the female sexual position in copulation, which ends a prolonged state of uncertainty. While the 
ethologists have long recognized a formal similarity they have continued to view flirtation 
(courtship) and copulation as “true sexuality”, resulting from a sexual drive, while the ritualized 
counterparts of male and female copulatory behavior (ritualized mounting and presentation) they 
view as formally similar behavior whose function is to express and to turn off the aggressive 
drive of a conspecific. A consequence of our theory is to view the subordination gesture and 
copulation as also functionally similar to each other and to deny any sexual drive, per se. What is 
called “true sexuality” (sexual attraction, arousal, and copulation) is simply an alternative 
outcome of the dominance interaction. It differs from the “pseudosexual” subordination gesture 
only in that it can occur solely in the context of prolonged dominance uncertainty between 
noncompeting individuals, in contrast to the subordination gesture winch brings a swift and clear 
end to dominance uncertainty. It is our position that the behavior seen at the end of a dominance 
interaction is the same, whether it occurs immediately (when the animals’ self-esteem levels are 
very different) or after a longer period of time (when the animals’ self-esteem levels are nearly 
equal). What ethologists have called “true sexual behavior” is merely the ambiguous dialogue 
that occurs between the beginning of the dominance encounter and its delayed conclusion. 
 
  



IV. SEX, AGGRESSION AND HORMONES 
 
There is considerable evidence for uniting sexual and aggressive behavior in observations of 
hormone effects upon behavior of mammalian species. The effects of testosterone on male sexual 
behavior are well known: if a male is deprived of testosterone by castration before puberty he 
will not exhibit sexual behavior in adulthood. The effects of castration after puberty depend both 
on the animal’s species and the individual’s precastration sexual experience. Rats, for instance, 
will lose all copulatory behavior following castration. However, individuals that have had a lot of 
sexual experience will sustain sexual activity for a longer period of time following castration 
than will individuals with less experience. In cats, the decrement of sexual activity follows the 
same rule of experience, except that highly experienced males may continue to show some 
sexual behavior for years following castration. Post pubertal castration in primates, and notably 
in Man, produces no change in sexual activity in many individuals. In all cases of depressed 
sexual activity, replacement of testosterone via injection reinstates the sexual behavior at its 
previous level. 
 
What is perhaps less well known is that the story for aggressive behavior is remarkably the same 
as that described for sexual behavior: (a) aggressive behavior disappears with castration and 
reappears with testosterone replacement therapy, (b) precastration experience in aggressive 
encounters slows the decline of aggressive activity following castration, (c) some individuals 
with a great deal of experience may continue to exhibit aggressive activity following castration, 
(d) experience declines in influence from primates to carnivores to rodents. 
 
Sexual and aggressive behaviors of females show less species variation in hormone dependency 
but about the same variation in the influence of experience as in the male. In most species, no 
sexual behavior at all is observed when the female is not in estrus, i.e., when estrogen is at a low 
level. Removing the endogenous source of estrogen by ovariectomy will cause a permanent 
cessation of sexual activity in most species, including primates. Administration of estrogen 
(along with some progesterone) to females of estrous species will induce the onset of estrus 
behavior. Pathological cases of (excess secretion of estrogen ) in many species causes marked 
increases in sexual and aggressive behavior towards males and other females. Removing the 
source of estrogen I these cases returns behavior to normal. 
 
Female aggression is rarely studied except in association with sexual behavior or protection of 
the young. However, observations of dominance hierarchies in different species reveal that the 
position of a female in the hierarchy varies with the estrous cycle and that the status of a female 
in estrus is generally higher than that of females not in estrus. Size, age, and experience 
considerations also go into determining position in the hierarchy. 
 
The similarities between the effects of “male” and “female” hormones on behavior are all the 
more striking in view of the fact that, despite profound structural differences, testosterone and, 
less importantly, other androgens, are the immediate precursors of estrogens in the normal 
biosynthetic process in females; and estrogens are normal byproducts of metabolism of 
androgens in males. Furthermore, the precursor of the androgens (and the corticosteroid 
hormones of the adrenal glands) is progesterone, which is generally classified with the “female 
sex hormones” for its role in the menstrual and estrous cycles.  And all steroid hormones flow 
from cholesterol.  Figure 1 shows the biosynthetic pathways leading to the various steroid 
hormones. 
 



Because these hormones affect both aggressive and sexual behavior, and because of their 
biochemical intimacy, it is tempting to view both androgens and estrogens as “dominance” 
hormones rather than simply “sex” hormones. In extending these observations of hormone 
effects upon behavior to humans, it is important to realize that the essential difference between 
an estrous cycle and a menstrual cycle is in the structure of the uterus, not in the nature of the 
cycle. In both cases, the hormone cycles and their physiological effects are essentially the same. 
Behavioral changes associated with these hormone cycles are more obvious in estrus than in 
menstrual species and in the past little attempt was made to draw parallels. The perspective 
gained by the dominance uncertainty theory, however, leads us to view them as similar: in both 
estrous and menstrual species these behavioral changes are such as to increase the probability 
that the female will engage in dominance interactions (and, hence, “sexual behavior”) around the 
time of ovulation. 
 
It is difficult to communicate the tenor of estrus behavior in writing. The name “estrus” is 
derived from the Greek for “gad fly” or “frenzy,” and is applied the behavior of the female at the 
time of the hormone cycle during which ovulation is possible. The estrus female is not merely 
“sexually receptive,” she actively “solicits” the males’ attention. She struts and hops, she bumps 
into the male and noses is genitals and may even attempt to mount him the exact behavior 
depends, of course on the species, but estrus is a time of increased activity and reactivity. The 
most striking thing about estrus behavior as  



 
 

Figure 1 
  



 
regards the dominance uncertainty theory is that if the same behaviors were observed in a male 
he would be described as “aggressive.” In describing a particular aggressive movement in wild 
rats, Barnett includes the observation that “this is often seen in sexual behavior” with the female 
taking the “aggressive” role. Our own observations of sexual behavior in laboratory rats indicate 
that it is difficult to tell if a sexually inexperienced rat is engaging in “sexual” behavior or in 
“dominance” behavior with a second rat unless the sexes of the rats are known. Thus it seems 
that not only is “dominance” behavior identical to “sexual” behavior but also “sexual” behavior 
is identical to “dominance “ behavior. 
 
Although extensive behavioral description of human females at ovulation are not available, the 
“mood” or emotional changes around the time of ovulation are well documented and are such as 
would be likely to be associated with increased dominance interactions. Dominance interactions 
would seem to require a high level of self-esteem, a feeling of “ability to cope,” and tendencies 
toward “active heterosexual striving” – terms used to describe mood changes around ovulation 
by a number of studies reviewed by Bardwick (1968). These moods are in sharp contrast to 
women’s moods in the premenstrual week. Summarizing the results of a number of studies of 
premenstrual mood states, Bardwick concludes, “Reports of depression, irritability, anxiety, and 
low self-esteem have varied in frequency from 25-100 percent of the population, depending upon 
definition and type of measurement.” (Bardwick, chap.3, p4) In a study of her own (Ivey and 
Bardwick 1968), Bardwick reports a predominance during the premenstrual period of depression 
and anxiety punctuated with themes of death and mutilation – hardly the kinds of moods 
conducive to active dominance interaction. Yet Bardwick reports that her subjects were more 
likely to engage in sexual activity premenstrually than at any other part of their menstrual cycles. 
These data would appear to be in direct opposition to our predictions except for the fact that the 
predominant motive for engaging in sexual activity reported by Bardwick’s subjects was “to 
make him happy.” This motive we view as an expression of dependency needs, which are much 
more likely to peak during the premenstrual period of low self-esteem than during the self-
confident ovulatory week. If sexual activity were to be greatest during ovulation, as we predict, 
its motives should be described in much more self-gratifying terms. What is apparently occurring 
in these subjects is that any natural tendency to view copulation as subordination is being 
enhanced by their competitive position in relation to the males such as to cause them to avoid 
engaging in copulation during their ovulatory period of high self-esteem. The dominance 
interactions of the ovulatory period may involve he flirtatious aspects of sexual activity but are 
apparently being perceived as too serious for the girls to allow copulation. The only copulation 
that is occurring therefore is that that occurs due to dependency needs during the premenstrual 
period of low self-esteem. 
 
Thus it seems important to differentiate two varieties of female sexual activity on the basis of 
motive: submissive sexual activity, we suggest, is motivated by elevated dependency needs 
associated with low levels of self-esteem; it is not the result of prolonged dominance uncertainty. 
It occurs typically during the premenstrual week. At times when self-esteem is high, which 
typically occurs at ovulation, sexual activity will have the flirtatious character of the uncertain 
dominance interaction. Whether this sexual activity involves willing copulation or stops at a 
stage of flirtation depends upon whether the female involved is able to avoid perceiving 
copulation as subordination. If she is able to avoid perceiving copulation as subordination at the 
time of her highest self-esteem, the dominance interaction may lead to copulatory experience 
described as the “peak experienced” type of sex. This experience, like the dominance interaction 
that preceded it, will further contribute to the female’s self-esteem, in contrast to the experience 



of subordination typical of premenstrual copulation, which necessarily lowers her self-esteem 
while adding to her sense of security. 
 
  



V. SOME APPLICATIONS 
 
In the light of this theory many phenomena, previously unexplained, lose their mystery. 
 
The ability of males of many species to be sexually aroused by a second female, having been 
“satiated” with a first, has long been known. For example, if an unfamiliar estrus female rat is 
made available to a male rat who is in a state of “exhaustion” due to a copulatory series with a 
previous female, the male renews his sexual efforts toward the new female with surprising vigor. 
This process may be repeated many times. Even when ejaculation is impossible, the male 
continues to exhibit “sexual arousal” each time a new female is introduced.5 The explanation of 
this phenomenon should be evident from consideration of the dominance uncertainty theory: 
with each new partner comes renewed dominance uncertainty and concomitant sexual arousal. 
(To the best of our knowledge, this phenomenon has not been explained by any other theory – it 
has simply been noted as a behavioral curiosity.) 
 
Many nuggets of folk wisdom take on new significance with an understanding of the role of 
dominance uncertainty. Much of the advice given to the young to improve their “courtship” 
skills is of such nature toad to dominance uncertainty: play hard to get, be a mystery, keep ‘em 
guessing, string them along, etc. Why is the woman who “holds out” the most attractive? 
Because of the continued uncertainty. Why do men desert the woman with whom sexual activity 
is assured to seek a new woman? Because when uncertainty leaves a relationship, so does sexual 
attraction and the source of self-esteem that it creates. The male would often prefer to seek a new 
relationship and gain new self-esteem in the new uncertainty and attraction. And the woman who 
lets it be known that “sex is out of the question” is left alone by most men because she has 
essentially said, “I’m dominant over you,” and there is no room for uncertainty. The “easy 
woman” who is quick to submit, is consorted with most often by men of low self-esteem –men 
with high self-esteem find continuing attraction only in those women whose equally high self-
esteem permits continuing dominance uncertainty. The male that “loves ‘em and leaves ‘em” is 
said to be “insecure.” The implication of our theory is that what is probably “insecure” is his 
ability to maintain self-esteem for any length of tine Self-esteem can only be derived from 
dominating new individuals, not from established relationships. 
 
The “attractive woman” is not attractive primarily because of her physical beauty – standards of 
beauty change from culture to culture – but because her beauty has engendered a great amount of 
self-confidence and self-esteem. It is the self-esteem she displays that makes her “attractive” – 
the aura of a possible dominance interaction that a woman with less confidence doesn’t display. 
Thus it stands to reason that a “beautiful woman” by one culture’s standards will be “attractive” 
to a man from another culture. 
 
                                                
5 This syndrome has been labeled, somewhat whimsically, the “Coolidge Effect,” after an 
anecdote concerning President Coolidge.  It is said that he and his wife once visited a large 
chicken farm. During the tour, the President fell somewhat behind his wife.  Mrs. Coolidge, 
observing the vigor with which one particularly prominent rooster covered hen after hen, asked 
the guide to make certain that the President took note of the rooster’s behavior. When President 
Coolidge got to the hen yard, the rooster was pointed out and his exploits recounted by the guide, 
who added that Mrs. Coolidge had requested that the President be made aware of he rooster’s 
prowess.. The President reflected for a moment and replied “Tell Mrs. Coolidge that there is 
more than one hen.” 



It is interesting to note that this theory resolves, at last, the controversy between Freud and Adler 
as to that is the most basic motive: sex or power. (Adler wins) With the current perspective on 
their intricate interrelationship it is easy to see how such a controversy could have occurred. 
 
It is a consequence of this theory that the stable marriage, in that both partners are secure in the 
other’s love, must be practically “sexless.”  The stability of the relationship precludes dominance 
uncertainty: the longer the relationship lasts, the less uncertainty, the less sexual attraction. Much 
can be learned about interpersonal relationships by applying the model of sexual attraction 
suggested in the previous pages.  
 
  



VI. IMPLICATIONS OF THE DOMINANCE THEORY FOR HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS 
BEGINNING WITH SEXUAL ATTRACTION 
 
In this section we will trace the various paths that relationships that begin with sexual attraction 
might follow and catalog their outcomes. We start from the hypothesis that all relationships 
begin in a state of uncertainty about where the two individuals stand in relation to each other; the 
state that we have referred to as dominance uncertainty. If the levels of self-esteem of the two 
individuals are clearly different, this state may last no longer than a few minutes. The uncertainty 
will rapidly be resolved in favor of mutual recognition of one person as dominant, the other as 
submissive, and they will show little further interest in each other. If, however, the levels of self-
esteem are fairly close, a state of dominance uncertainty is perpetuated and, if the individuals are 
not in competition for the same resources, a mutual sexual attraction is likely to result. 
 
During the early stages of a relationship of mutual sexual attraction both partners are gratified by 
their mutual attractiveness, and their levels of self-esteem are at their peaks. This high self-
esteem gives each a feeling of independence and strength that enable each to put his best foot 
forward, rather than to share with the other his weaknesses and needs. Thus, for a time every 
relationship is one between independent persons who ask for no commitments, thereby 
maintaining in their relationship a high level of uncertainty – which in turn maintains a high level 
of sexual attraction. 
 
As time goes on, there are at least four possible directions in which this new relationship can 
move. Let us assume for the moment that both partners bring to the relationship needs for love, 
security, belongingness – the kinds of needs Maslow refers to as deficiency needs. This 
practically assures that the state of uncertainty will not continue for long. Sooner or later, one 
partner or the other will no longer be able to maintain his appearance of independence. He will 
realize that the other person is important, perhaps essential, to him for the fulfillment of his 
deficiency needs and he will worry about the loss of the other. This will lead him to ask for 
promises of commitment that place him in a supplicant, subordinate position in relation to the 
other. With this, the uncertainty will have disappeared from the relationship, and with it the 
excitement of early sexual attraction. 
 
It appears that there is an incompatibility between fulfilling needs for security versus gaining 
self-esteem and enjoying sexual attraction in the same relationship. One relationship cannot 
serve both ends. If both parties can remain independent of each other and not ask for 
commitment, the relationship will serve to build the self-esteem of each by reflecting to each his 
attractiveness in the eyes of the other. However, if either party has needs for security, which 
supersede his needs for building self-esteem, he must trade the self-esteem building and sexually 
exciting qualities of the relationship for the security he gains. In gaining security he is 
necessarily destroying the uncertainty that gave rise to the sexually exciting and self-esteem 
building aspect of the relationship. If in the future he finds his needs for security satisfied, and 
begins to feel the need for the self-esteem that he could gain by feeling attractive to another, he is 
obliged to seek this self-esteem in a new relationship involving a new uncertainty. 
 
Once the issue of dominance uncertainty is settled, there are several directions in which a 
relationship might move. The most short lived relationships are those in which one or both 
partners come to the relationship with deficiency needs that are not fulfilled by the other. Once 
the uncertainty that produced sexual attraction has been resolved and there is no mutual need 



satisfaction, the relationship is bound to end quickly. One or both partners will become bored 
and dissolve the relationship. 
 
Relationships in which the uncertainty has been resolved in favor of mutual need satisfaction 
may last indefinitely. The original sexual attraction is destroyed when each person makes the 
other aware that he is dependent upon him for need satisfaction. But for this original attraction 
there has been substituted a security based on mutual recognition of need for the other. To the 
extent that this need satisfaction remains mutual, the relationship remains stable. If, however, 
one partner either temporarily or permanently finds another way of satisfying his deficiency 
needs, or perhaps outgrows them or finds other needs more pressing than those for which entered 
this relationship, the relationship becomes unstable and perhaps is terminated. Thus we find 
divorce a frequent consequence of one partner entering psychotherapy. The high rate of divorce 
associated with teenage marriage is probably also related to the changing needs of growing up. If 
one partner outgrows the other or both grow to have different needs than those that originally 
drew them together, there is no longer a basis for the relationship 
 
Two types of relationships in which there is mutual need satisfaction should be distinguished – 
those in which the needs of the partners are complementary and those in which the needs of the 
partners are similar. Relationships based on complementary needs exemplify the old adage that 
“opposites attract.” The domineering, mothering female and the dependent male looking for a 
substitute mother, and the masculine-protest type male and the docile female who wants to be 
dominated are examples. The masochist and the sadist are the most extreme example. Frequently 
people are drawn together when one has many needs and the other has a strong need to be 
needed. There is one thing that these complementary relationships all have in common: when the 
issue of dominance uncertainty – with which even these relationships must have begun – was 
resolved into certainty, it was resolved with one partner clearly assuming the dominant role and 
the other the submissive role. Each is dependent upon the other to fulfill his role. The 
relationship may thus be termed a “stable dependent dominance relationship.” 
 
The stable resolution of the dominance issue marks the end of the period of mutual sexual 
attraction in dependent dominance relationships as in other relationships. It should be 
emphasized, however, that this does not necessarily imply the end of sexual activity. While it 
may be true that there is not a great deal of sexual activity in some complementary need fulfilling 
relationships – the domineering female and dependent male, for instance – in others sexual 
behavior may persist for a number of reasons. Copulation may be used as a restatement of the 
dominance relation by males anxious about their masculinity, and may be sought by dependent 
females as proof of “having their man.” It is also possible that the purely sensory pleasure of the 
sex act for most males and some females may cause them to continue copulatory activity. Even 
in the absence of pleasure for one or both partners, cultural norms or role expectations may exert 
a strong enough influence that the lack of pleasure with sexual activity may be denied. In any 
event, no matter what sustains sexual activity after uncertainty has been resolved in favor of a 
stable dependent dominance relationship, this reason must be distinguished from the intense, 
exciting, psychosexual attraction characteristic of relationships involving dominance 
uncertainty. 
 
In contrast to the clear assumption of dominant and submissive roles in the complementary need 
satisfying relationship, there are other relationships in which there is mutual need satisfaction in 
which the dominant-submissive roles seem to be de-emphasized in favor of a mutual 
dependency. In these relationships, where the needs of the partners are somewhat similar rather 



than complementary, there is frequent role reversal as to who is the supportive partner and who 
is the needful one. The roles are reversed frequently enough that each is aware of what the other 
is feeling and seeks to be supportive in a way that recognizes the usual strengths of the other 
partner, rather than treating him as a submissive supplicant. The empathy made possible by this 
frequent role reversal prevents the partners from exchanging the roles of dominance and 
subordination. Instead, the dominance issue is de-emphasized in favor of an experience of 
mutual subordination, mutual dependency, and, in consequence of the experience of empathy, 
mutual respect. This results in a stable dependent relationship that is – in contrast to the stable 
dependent dominance relationship – based on empathy rather than dominance. 
 
It is this kind of relationship that people envision when they think of the “good marriage” – the 
marriage in which the partners understand and are sympathetic to each other’s needs and are 
aware of and respect each other’s strengths; a marriage in which each is the helpmate to the 
other. It is a healthy relationship because each can fulfill his deficiency needs without forcing a 
role upon the other. What people tend to miss, however, is that once perfect empathy is achieved, 
this relationship is necessarily Platonic. To the extent that the partners share their innermost 
thoughts and needs, the uncertainty that sparks sexual attraction is impossible. They have 
thoroughly resolved the issue of dominance uncertainty in favor of mutual dependence. 
 
As in the dependent dominance relationship, however, this is not to say that there is no sexual 
activity in this relationship. The relationships based on empathic mutual dependence may well 
include sex for sensory pleasure, or sex is a communicative act, a way of joining physically that 
is parallel to the psychological joining that has already occurred. This kind of sex is made 
possible in the dependent empathy relationship precisely because the dominance issue has been 
played down. Thus in the sensual act, male is not dominating female. Empathy has made it 
possible to avoid the evolutionary connotation of the act and to replace it with a connotation of 
union that female as well as male, can enjoy. This is still a very different kind of sex, however, 
from the exciting, self-esteem building attraction that is dependent upon dominance uncertainty 
and is glorified in our popular culture. What people apparently don't realize is that the popular 
ideal of the perfect relationship – the relationship that fulfills all of the needs of each and is also 
sexually exciting – is a myth. The very certainty that gives the security necessary for need 
satisfaction quells sexual excitement. 
 
Is it even possible, then, to have a long-term relationship that maintains sexual excitement? The 
answer, we believe, is yes, but only under very strict conditions. To maintain sexual excitement 
in a relationship the question of dominance uncertainty must never be resolved. This is possible 
only when neither partner brings to the relationship deficiency needs for which he seeks 
satisfaction by the other. If uncertainty is to me maintained, neither partner can become 
dependent upon the other; neither can demand from the other promises of commitment. The 
moment one admits dependency, he has been submissive; he has shattered the uncertainty and 
with it his attraction to the other. 
 
Depending upon how much personal sharing is involved, two types of lasting sexual 
relationships between independent people are possible. In many cases, particularly in our current 
age of sexual liberation, people may form sexual relationships in which they seek no satisfaction 
of deficiency needs but also, for various reasons share little of their inner selves. Sexual pleasure 
and the self-esteem that attraction brings are in themselves sufficient justification for the 
relationship. As long as the partners avoid dependency, and thus maintain uncertainty, the 
relationship may continue to be sexually exciting indefinitely. This relationship is sexually 



enjoyable to the female as well as to the male. The female can enjoy the sex act to the extent that 
she can avoid viewing it as subordination. In this relationship, because both partners remain 
independent, there is no real psychological subordination and the dominance interaction takes on 
a game-like quality. The expectation that neither will actually submit allows the couple to play at 
dominance and to carry this even through copulation without the female experiencing it as 
subordination. Her self-esteem is so high that she is in no danger of capitulating to a dependent 
role and she communicates this in one way or another to her partner. Thus the interaction is 
clearly a game. The continued sexual excitement in the uncertainty of the game and the continual 
increase in self-esteem contributed by the continued positive interaction maintain the relationship 
indefinitely. Because the outstanding quality of this relationship is game-like, we will refer to 
this relationship as the “independent dominance game.” 
 
In other cases people may form sexual relationships in which they seek no satisfaction of 
deficiency needs and in which they are willing to share much of heir inner thoughts with the 
other. When independent people share much of their inner selves, the conditions are sufficient 
for an empathic relationship to develop. Free from unsatisfied deficiency needs, the partners 
approach each other with “similar” need states, just as do the partners in a dependent empathy 
relationship – the need states are similar in this case in that they are both low. This combination 
of similar need states and satisfied need states allows each of the partners, as it does in the 
dependent empathy relationship, to easily take the role of the other and thus to eliminate the 
striving for dominance between them in favor of an empathic sharing of experience. This 
empathy combines with the sexual excitement produced by the continuing dominance 
uncertainty to produce a relationship that is both highly empathic and highly sexual. A state of 
dominance uncertainty persists since neither partner will submit by being dependent and neither 
partner will assert his dominance because of the empathy. 
 
As in the independent dominance game there is a game-like quality to the relationship produced 
by the dominance uncertainty that maintains sexual excitement. This is not all there is to the 
relationship, however. The fact that both partners are sharing of themselves, but are not 
depending upon each other for deficiency need satisfaction allows for the development of an un-
possessive, unselfish and purely pleasurable love (as distinguished from love based on 
satisfaction of deficiency needs). It is very much the kind of ideal love envisioned by many 
humanistic thinkers. Maslow describes this love aptly in a passage in which he differentiates “B-
love (love for the Being of another person, unneeded love, unselfish love)” from “D-love 
(deficiency love, love need, selfish love).” 
 

1. B-love is welcomed into consciousness and is completely enjoyed. Since it is non-
possessive, and is admiring rather than needing, it makes no trouble and is practically 
always pleasure giving. 

2. It can never be sated; it may be enjoyed without end. It usually grows greater rather than 
disappearing. It is intrinsically enjoyable. It is end rather than means. 

… 
3. B-lovers are more independent of each other, less jealous or threatened, less needful, 

more individual, more disinterested, but also simultaneously more eager to help the other 
toward self-actualization, more proud of his triumphs, more altruistic, generous, and 
fostering. 

 
(from  Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being, 2nd ed., p 42-43) 

 



Thus when two people enter a relationship without deficiency needs, a very warm empathic, 
sharing relationship that fosters the growth of both is possible. What is shared in this kind of 
empathy relationship – which we shall call the “independent empathy relationship” – in contrast 
to what is shared in the dependent empathy relationship, is only positive things, not weaknesses 
and needs. This does not mean, however, that conversation must be limited to “happy” topics or 
that times of need cannot be talked about. It simply means that one person cannot ask the other 
for “help” with his “problems.” Discussing past problems or needs satisfied independently may 
contribute to the overall image of independence within the relationship. 
 
By avoiding sharing dependence for need satisfaction, the partners in the independent empathy 
relationship avoid having to settle the question of dominance uncertainty. Neither partner has 
ever to act submissive by asking the other for commitment. Self-esteem stays high in both 
partners and is indeed increased by the continued positive interaction. This continued high self-
esteem and lack of necessity to capitulate uncertainty into dependency allows the relationship to 
remain sexually exciting indefinitely. As in the independent dominance game, the game quality 
of the dominance aspects of the relationship allows he female to enjoy the copulation without 
experiencing it as subordination. Her enjoyment is further assured by the empathy that serves to 
play down the dominance aspects of the relationship even more. This is perhaps why the 
humanistic literature, involving the ideas of Maslow and others, places such a great emphasis on 
sexual enjoyment. Sexual excitement that builds self-esteem in the context of a relationship of 
empathic love can give rise to “peak experience” sex in a way in which no other relationship can 
do. 
 
We have identified a number of paths that relationships involving sexual attraction may follow 
beyond the initial state of dominance uncertainty. In brief review: 

A.  If one or both partners have deficiency needs for which they seek satisfaction in the 
relationship, dominance uncertainty will soon be ended by a request for security. This 
results in a decrease in the sexual excitement of the relationship and; 

a. If there is no mutual need satisfaction, a speedy end to the relationship. 
b. If there is mutual satisfaction of complementary needs, a stable relationship based 

on clear dominant and submissive roles – the dependent dominance relationship. 
c. If there is mutual satisfaction of similar needs, a stable relationship based on an 

empathic inter-dependence de-emphasizing dominance – the dependent empathy 
relationship. 

B. If neither partner has outstanding deficiency needs for which he seeks satisfaction in the 
relationship, dominance uncertainty may continue indefinitely. This results in a 
relationship that will maintain the original level of sexual excitement and; 

a. If the partners choose not to share of themselves, the relationship will continue 
based primarily on the sexual excitement and the self-esteem that it contributes to 
each – the independent dominance game. 

b. If the partners choose to share of themselves in the relationship, tins sexual 
excitement may be accompanied by an unselfish, empathic love such as Maslow 
described as B-love – the independent empathy relationship. 

The flow chart pictured in Figure 2 outlines the same alternatives visually. 
 
  



 
Figure 2 

  



VII. IMPLICATIONS OF THE DOMINANCE UNCERTAINTY THEORY FOR SOCIAL 
STRUCTURE 
 
For several reasons it becomes clear upon consideration of this theory that monogamy is neither 
a natural nor a desirable form of social organization. While monogamy may have evolved and 
became adaptive because of its function in settling issues of property and assuring the care of 
children, it is clearly unnatural to the psychological functioning of persons. 
 
We have postulated two kinds of basic psychological needs: needs for security and needs for 
self-esteem. All relationships contribute to the fulfillment of one of these types of needs. If they 
did not, they would be quickly terminated. Relationships involving mutual dependency satisfy 
various forms of security needs. Relationships in which both individuals remain psychologically 
independent build self-esteem in both individuals. Security cannot be gained in a relationship 
based on independence nor can self-esteem be derived from the interaction in a mutual 
dependency relationship. Self-esteem can be built and sexual attraction can be present only when 
a relationship involves a degree of dominance uncertainty. Since it is rare for a viable 
relationship to continue very long without resolving the uncertainty in favor of mutual 
dependency, it is practically inevitable that sexual excitement and the concomitant self-esteem 
increases are going to disappear from most relationships after a time. While the resulting 
relationship satisfies deficiency needs for security, individuals often find that after a time this is 
not enough. The disappearance of sexual excitement from an ongoing relationship often prompts 
one or both individuals to seek sexual excitement and gains in self-esteem in new relationships 
involving new dominance uncertainty. 
 
With our current understanding of human need and motivation it appears absurd and inhumane 
that our cultural ethic says that when sexual interest disappears from a relationship it is time to 
reject the relationship in search of a new one, and that when one person seeks a sexual 
relationship with a new person that this implies rejection of the original partner and the necessary 
end of the original relationship. If people were only to recognize that the decline of sexual 
interest is inevitable when a relationship comes to fulfill security needs and that these security 
needs are every bit as important a basis for maintaining a relationship as the self-esteem needs 
that prompted the seeking of the new relationship, then it would no longer seem necessary to 
terminate the dependency relationship just because self-esteem needs have led to the formation 
of further relationships. Different relationships serve different purposes. No relationship can 
fulfill all the needs of any individual. At least two simultaneous relationships are necessary if 
both security and self-esteem needs are to be satisfied at the same time. To arbitrarily make it 
necessary for persons to pursue a course of serial polygamy and serial satisfaction of the needs 
for self-esteem and security appears to the authors to be a perverse denial of human nature and a 
sad waste of human affection. Much unhappiness could be spared if multiple relationships were 
the social norm. 
 
Much could be gained in all relationships if multiple relationships were the norm. More human 
needs would be satisfied. It would no longer be necessary to attempt to maximize one’s need 
satisfaction by picking as a mate the one person who satisfies the greatest percentage of one’s 
needs. Instead each person could be appreciated for the needs he satisfies. This would mean a 
greater percentage of need satisfaction for everyone involved. Persons whom no one would 
choose as their single mate would no longer be deprived of all relationships. Couples who are 
devoted to each other yet have other needs would no longer have to sacrifice the satisfaction of 
the latter. The nature of many relationships would improve. Sexual excitement would be 



maintained in more relationships, for frequently it is only the security gained in a stable 
dependency relationship that enables a person to maintain the independence in another 
relationship necessary to maintain uncertainty and therefore sexual excitement.  
 
Empathy also would increase – in the “old” relationship as well as the “new” – for empathy is 
only possible, you will recall, when one’s deficiency needs are fulfilled. If a stable dependency 
relationship satisfies many of the needs of each partner but not all, satisfaction of the remaining 
needs in outside relationships may enable the dependency relationship to acquire an empathic 
nature not otherwise possible. Because of the impossibility of the dependent relationship 
satisfying needs for self-esteem, this situation is likely to be very common. A stable dependency 
relationship may satisfy virtually all of the security needs of both partners. What it cannot do, 
however, is satisfy the need of each partner to gain self-esteem by proving himself in a new 
situation.  
 
Depending upon the strength of the needs for self-esteem in both partners, the maintenance of the 
monogamous norm may create such a state of unfulfilled need as to seriously harm the otherwise 
ideal relationship. If each partner were to recognize, however, that the needs for which the other 
would seek additional company are needs that he could not possibly fulfill himself and that their 
fulfillment in no way threatens, but in fact enhances, his relationship with the partner, the 
foolishness of the monogamous norm would become apparent. Jealousy, the fear of being 
replaced, is in no way relevant in this situation. Without the demand for maximization of need 
satisfaction created by the norm of monogamy, persons would not seek to replace a relationship 
that is stable and need satisfying. They would simply seek to gratify the additional needs that are 
not – and in the case of self-esteem needs, theoretically cannot – be satisfied in the original 
dependency relationship. Within the context of a need satisfying relationship, jealousy is hence 
the foolish and unnecessary creation of a monogamous society that cold be largely obliterated in 
a society favoring multiple relationships. 
 
This is not to say all jealousy could be removed. Jealousy on the part of someone who no longer 
fulfills any needs of the other and is therefore being ignored would still be quite realistic. 
Furthermore, multiple relationships would create new problems in tine process of solving old 
ones. While person A may be happier than he ever was before having a dependent relationship 
with person B and an independent relationship with person C, C‘s needs of the moment may 
unfortunately lead him to want to turn the relationship with A into a dependent relationship. 
Jealousy would seem to be appropriate in this case, for C may wish to play the role in relation to 
A that B has already filled. Fortunately, however, a norm of multiple relationships will make it 
easier for C to find someone else to fulfill his deficiency needs, perhaps even while he continues 
an independent relationship with A. 
 
A norm of multiple relationships will not solve all problems of interpersonal unhappiness. It can, 
however provide opportunities for happiness that a monogamous norm staunchly denies, and can 
make unnecessary a great amount of jealousy, unhappiness, and termination of relationships that 
now occurs. For, after all, people whose needs are not completely fulfilled in one relationship are 
often going to seek further relationships anyway. Making additional relationships acceptable 
rather than forcing choices between relationships at least makes jealousy unnecessary in ongoing 
positive relationships, and their termination no longer the mandate of a cruel sense of pride. 
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